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Could the Levee go dry?
BY JEN MALCOM

From happening bar, to
snack bar and coffee bar? The
Levee, amid controversy, is
struggling to find its niche.
There is an investigation
underway concerning a discrepancy on the part of staff members and patrons at the Levee,
said Matthew Dinnan, associate
dean of students and permittee
of the Levee Pub.
According to Jerry
Aversano '02, the Levee manager, a student on the staff endangered the Levee policy
through an alcohol-related incident while bartending.
"A staff member had jeopardized the operation by violating Fairfield University and
Connecticut state alcohol regulation, policy and code," said a
statement given to the Levee
staff by an official.
The pub will remain open
limited hours for the rest of the
semester, according to university officials. It will be closed
this Thursday and Friday, but
opened
Saturday
from
12:00p.m. to 7:00p.m.
"I need to feel comfortable
that the pub is being run effectively and efficiently," said
Dinnan. "If it's not, I don't feel

comfortable unless a member of
my staff is directiy supervising
it."
Rumors have been flying
around campus that the Levee
is going to be shut down or even
taken over by something else.
But that's not true, according to
Dinnan. The Levee as a programming entity is still active.
Events, like this past weekends
Junior/Senior Mug Night, have
just been moved to the campus
center.
Levee bartenders are
trained. They go through TIPS,
a nationally recognized training
program. But their job is not
easy, as they face a lot of peerpressure from underage friends
who want to purchase alcohol.
"If you're a bartender and
a student, there's a lot of pressure, but it's the job to abide by
the law," said Dinnan. "The pub
is a legal entity. It's a privilege,
not a right, and it's subject to
university and state law."
The Levee is struggling to
find its place. It may be transformed into a coffee bar or a
pizza place. It really depends
on what students want, said
Dinnan.
"If it's between coffee bar
and closing it for good, it sounds
like a good idea," said Gabrielle

Photos: Amy Womack

The Levee was shut down for the rest of the year, except for special events like Spam Jam.
Inset, a sign announcing the abrupt cancellation of Junior/Senior night last Saturday.
Roazzi, '04. "They need to get
some decent coffee there
though, not the charred beans
they brew now."
Focus groups met and discussed what they feel the Levee
should be. Among the suggestions that were brought up were
giving the Levee a more living
room style, with more televi-

sions, and direct TV. Officials
hope those changes will bring
more students to the Levee.
"The Levee is in a great
location, it's a nice little building with a lot to offer," said
Dora DeNardo,'04. "I just wish
they did more with it."
"I wasn't here when it used
to be a bar, so I don't know what

it was like then, but I miss going there for lunch or dinner,"
said Jen Barrett, '04. "It was a
nice comfortable atmosphere
and had a lot to offer."
Other students are upset
with Levee Bar tradition waning.
SEE "LEVEE" ON P.
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Fairfield: What $32,660 will get you
BY LAURA PFIEFER

ents.

& LAURA WALSH

And parents are not
pleased.
"I am disappointed," said
L.W. Ulbricht of Medfield,
Mass., father of Sarah Ulbricht
'04. "I would much prefer to
see a fixed tuition for the four
years. It should be feasible to

A 7.2 percent increase in
the overall undergraduate tuition was announced by University President Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J. on April 2, 2002
through a letter sent out to par-

Photo Illustration: Joshua O'Connell

The 7.2 percent tuition increase follows a 6.2 percent
increase last year.

have a budgeting plan that
would allow for this."
According to Doug Whiting, assistant vice president of
public relations, the tuition increase was triggered by multiple
factors, including a need for
competitive salaries. Pay rates
will be increased by two percent
in an effort to keep a competitive edge among other private
colleges.
In addition, there has been
a decline in enrollment of the
graduate and continuing education programs and an enhancement in Food Services, including an increase in cost for running the dining facilities in
Barone. These factors, along
with new large-scale Internet
connections in the campus center and the newly renovated
Bannow Science Center, greatly
impacted the need and decision
to raise tuition costs, according
to Whiting.
Besides the overall tuition

cost, there will be a seven percent increase in dormitory room
and board and four percent raise
in townhouse rental and apartment living. Many students feel
cheated, considering townhouses are being made to accommodate an extra person in
both four and six-man houses
next year.
"I don't think it's fair that
townhouse residents who are
forced to have an additional
resident face an increase in
rental charge," said Marisa
Muzix '03. "They should get a
discount, like the freshman in
forced triples."
There is a silver lining,
however, said Whiting. While
students' tuition bills may be
growing in size, there will be an
increase in the university sanctioned Financial Aid. A ten percent increase from $16,079,000
in 2001-2002 to $17,600,000 in
2002-2003 will benefit many
students who receive financial

aid.
"We think that $17.6 million is a good sum in scholarship investments made through
the university and philanthropy," said Whiting.
This makes many students,
including
Jenn Mochi
'04 who receives aid,
more comv does fortable with
the hike in
money go? prices. "I
don't mind
Part of a series
on how Fairfield
the tuition inhandles money.
crease as long
as my financial aid increases as well, keeping the same tuition-aid ratio as
past years," said Mochi.
In terms of monetary figures, the undergraduate tuition
will increase to $24,100 from
$22,430, room and board resi
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McEvoy teams up with Armstrong to speak at
Dolan lecture
actor William Windom
PRESS RELEASE
Dr. Sharlene McEvoy, professor of
business law in the Dolan School of
Business, and actor William Windom (of
"Murder She Wrote" and "To Kill a
Mockingbird") will present a paper on
show business law at the Northeast
Academy of Legal Studies and Business
in Cooperstown, N.Y., on Saturday, April
27, at 2 p.m..
Meanwhile, Windom will be talking with Dr. McEvoy's students in
classes on Monday, April 22: "The Legal Environment of Business" and "The
Law of Business Organizations and Financial Transactions"; and on Tuesday,
April 23 at 7 p.m.: "Labor Law."
Dr. McEvoy has made it a trademark
of her teaching to find innovative ways
to link her classroom lectures with tangible experiences for her students. Last
semester she used her recently purchased
2001 Toyota Prius, one of the new gasoline-electric hybrid cars, to drive home
the lessons she was teaching in her Environmental Law course on ultra-low
emissions vehicles and the Clean Air Act.
This semester, she is helping her students explore legal issues in show business that relate to agents, unions, age-

ism and sexism in Hollywood for her
course in the Legal Environment of Business. Involving an actor of Windom's
stature makes the discussion more poignant when discussing that agents can
now be invested in by media companies
and the legal implications that has for the
agent-client relationship.
Windom was the opposing attorney to Gregory Peck's portrayal of
Atticus Finch in "To Kill a Mockingbird." In addition to his role as Angela
Lansbury's confidant in "Murder She
Wrote," Windom has performed in oneman shows about author and World War
II correspondent Ernie Pyle and writer
James Thurber.
Among Dr. McEvoy's other creative
endeavors to enliven her teaching experiences have been: enrolling in the Field
of Dreams Fantasy Camp to learn about
the tax implications of playing baseball
in multiple municipalities; Whitewater
rafting in Colorado Springs to familiarize herself with exculpatory contracts
used by rafting outfitters; and swimming
in a Florida lagoon with two 800-pound
dolphins, while researching the legal aspects of the Marine Mammal Protection
Act.
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BY JEN MALCOM
Monday, April 15th
11:15 a.m. -A rear screen of a townhouse porch was found cut open, but
nothing appeared to be missing.
2:42 p.m. - Disorderly conduct was reported behind the Levee involving
two prep students.
5:15 p.m. - A student reported unauthorized use of a credit card. A suspect
was identified. The case was referred to judicial, but remains open.
Wednesday, April 17th
11:07 p.m. -A large gathering at the townhouses was broken up. Students
were found with open containers and broken glass was in the area.
Thursday, April 18th
10:45 a.m. - A theft was reported from the coaches' locker room at the
athletic center.
Friday, April 19th
1:50 a.m. - There was a narcotic violation at the outdoor basketball courts.
1:19 p.m. - There was a narcotic violation in a vehicle parked near
Campion.
2:37 p.m. - Harassing phone calls were reported. The case under
investigation.
3:52 p.m. - The back window of a vehicle parked in the Jogues lot was
smashed as a result of a foul ball from the Softball field.
Saturday, April 20th
■/
11:38 a.m. - A water fountain was ripped of the wall on the first floor of
Loyola.
Sunday, April 21st
3:39 a.m. - Two exit signs on Loyola 3 were found smashed.

FiIOTOGRAPHY
Kristia Janowski, Joshua J. O'Connell, Bridget Smith

Students are allowed to take one copy
per week as part of their school
subscription.

premier voice, video, and data communications companies serving consumers,
C. Michael Armstrong, chairman businesses, and government. He was
and chief executive of AT&T, will head- elected chairman of the board and chief
line the second annual
executive of AT&T
Photo: Public Relations
in 1997 following a
Charles F. Dolan Lecture
at Fairfield University on
six-year tenure as
chairman and CEO
April 24.
of Hughes ElectronCharlie
Rose,
Emmy award-winning
ics. Prior to Hughes,
journalist and interArmstrong spent
viewer,
will
join
more than three deArmstrong for "A Concades with IBM.
versation between C.
A graduate of
Miami University in
Michael Armstrong and
Charlie Rose" at 8 p.m.
Ohio, he also comin the Quick Center.
pleted the advanced
management curricuThe Charles F.
lum at Dartmouth InDolan Lecture series,
Michael Armstrong
featuring highly accomstitute. He serves on
plished, visionary and internationally numerous national and international
recognized business leaders, was inau- boards, committees, associations and
gurated in 2001 with Jack Welch, then- commissions.
chairman and chief executive of GenRose is an acclaimed interviewer
eral Electric. Geoffrey Colvin, editorial and broadcast journalist and has hosted
director at Fortune magazine, moder- the popular PBS series "Charlie Rose"
since 1991, a program Morley Safer of
ated.
The event is sponsored by the CBS' "60 Minutes" calls "the last refCharles F. Dolan School of Business at uge of intelligent conversation on television."
Fairfield University.
Armstrong heads one of the world's
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The Mirror strives to report accurately in our
stories. However, if you are aware of any errors,
please call editor Frank Washkuch at x6529.
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Injunction dysfunction
BY LAURA WALSH

the Fairfield Beach Road Association,
owns a house with an appraised value of
$551,700, according to Vision Appraisal
Technology. In 1995, the same house

property value is public information and
can
be
viewed
at
www.visionappraisal.com.
Joel Green of Green and Gross PC,

While warm weather and live music will bring Fairfield students together
this weekend to celPhoto: Amy Womack
ebrate the last week of
classes, beach residents are crossing
their fingers that the
events will help make
their temporary injunction against student tenants permanent.
Last April a lawsuit was brought
against the Lantern
Point Association and
a temporary injunction was ordered, preventing Clam Jam or
any other event attracting more than
250 students from
taking place on Lantern Point. Property
owners claimed that
they had suffered
damages from student Year-round beach resident houses like this did not suffer property value loss.
parties and behavior,
including loss of real estate value.
was worth $312,500. The same holds the attorney for Collins and others, is not
A year later, many are wondering: true for William Collins, a plaintiff, impressed. "Those homes may have
what loss of real estate value?
whose house was worth $370,000 in appreciated even more and could be
Colleen Sheridan, the president of 1997 and today has the appraised value worth more today if the situation was
of $794,300. All information regarding different," said Green. " A realtor might

say that they would have appreciated
even more if beach relations were better."
Many students, however, remain
skeptical. "Even if that's true, beach residents make back the money from us,"
said Tom Callahan '03. "Those who rent
out houses charge way too much and
make back the money."
Whether students will even have the
ability to rent in the future remains to be
seen, especially with the temporary injunction in place. Both FUSA and Fairfield administrators are unwilling to go
near the topic of Clam Jam, claiming it
is a beach issue. It is an especially controversial issue now because the outcome of this upcoming weekend could
impact not only future Clam Jams, but
also future town-gown relations.
"As of now, the injunction is still
pending," said Green. "We are still
pleading and seeking a permanent case.
Depending on student behavior, it could
have an effect on the final outcome."
Jen Driscoll '03 is still looking forward to her senior year where she will
be living at the beach, despite the injunction and the ongoing problems with the
residents. "We will probably be more
cautious now," said Driscoll. "My freshman year was different and I would never
have thought it would turn out like this,
but we will still enjoy it."

Fairfield responds to church crisis
BY KEITH WHAMOND

On Monday night, about 200 people
gathered in the Oak Room to discuss one
of the most intense issues - the sex abuse
scandal in the Catholic Church.
The recent outbreak of accusations
of sexual assault performed by priests
in the Roman Catholic Church is not a
local issue within the church, but part of
a worldwide health problem, according
to treatment provider Ken Cullen.
"One in every four females, and one
in every six males are sexually abused
in this country before the age of 18,"
Cullen said.
Cullen was one of six panelists in
the Fairfield Community Forum "Crisis
in the Church." Other speakers called for
change within the church.
"What we are dealing with is a
crime, a felony, and to keep it swept under the rug is a problem," said Fr. Tom

The crowd of 200 avid listeners.

Regan, S.J., associate dean of the College of Arts & Sciences. "There is a
very real legal problem here, and no one
is above the law.
Priests included."
Dr.
Nancy
Dallavalle, a professor in the religious
studies department,
stressed reform
from within the
church. "What we
need is a solid, sensible policy for dealing with sexual
abuse by priests,"
she said.
"The church
can be a great place
to find the truth in, and a place to find

From 1 to r: Carrier, Regan, Hillenbrand, Cullen, Dallavalle, Mayzik.
love," said Fr. James Mayzik, S.J., director of the campus Media Center. "It worries me, what has happened here. I hope that it is not a
mortal wound for our family in
the church."
"If a revolution comes from
this situation, I hope it's a revolution of the spirit," he said.
The panel of guests at the
Community Forum consisted of
Fr. Paul Carrier, S.J. as moderator; Dr. Ken Cullen; Fr. Tom
Regan, S.J.; Dr. Nancy
Dallavalle; Fr. Jim Mayzik, S.J.;
and student Alison Hillenbrand
'05.
This event was co-sponsored
by Campus Ministry & Counseling Services. The event was covered by local media, including the

Photos: Joshua O'Connell

Connecticut Post and Cablevision's
Channel 12.
After each of the panelists gave their
opening remarks on the subject, questions were fielded from the audience.
The questions ranged from the nature of
pedophilia to the likelihood of radical
change in the church.
"I thought it was very good," said
Fredrick Miller '60 who was in attendance. "There is a problem with pedophilia in the church. I was glad we could
at least discuss the issue," he said. "In
times like this, everything should be on
the table to be discussed."

What do you think about the
crisis in the Catholic church?
E-mail The Mirror:
mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
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Intramurals score
rise in participation
•

BY SEAN TOOLAN
The role of intramurals has evolved
throughout the years. What was once a
widely attended facet of the Fairfield
social life has become merely an event
for the participants. Recently, changes
have been made in an attempt to popularize intramurals. The major event in
the last year was the turning over of
intramurals from the Athletic Department to the Division of Student Services.
"As the size and scope of Division
I athletics has grown," said Mark Reed,
dean of students, "the amount of time
and resources that the Athletic Department could reasonably give to recreation
was compromised."
With the change, Students Services
is working to coordinate Intramurals
more closely with university activities.
The department considers intramurals to
be a priority program, which allows
intramurals to become their own entity
within the organizational process.
"Intramurals is a great opportunity
for students," said Deirdre Slater '02.
"But, I think in order for it to be more
popular and bring in a bigger audience,
Fairfield has to advertise it a lot more
than it has
been."
The intramural staff
has worked to
alleviate
these concerns of the
student body.
In the past
year the number of students
that
have participated
in
intramurals
has increased
from 1190 to The intramural field.
1548.
Phil Palumbo, director of the Quick
Recreational Complex, believes these
numbers are a result of the intramural
staff, which includes students Ryan
Pacifico, Rick Briamonte, and Steve
Comly. According to Palumbo, the effects of the changes have been felt earlier than anticipated due to the staff's

•

efforts.to publicize Intramurals.
"The main goal for the change was
to enhance recreation activities for students," said Intramural Coordinator
Ryan Pacifico '02. "We are aiming for
greater participation."
Intramurals have also become more
popular to female students. The number
of female athletes participating has increased from 85 last year to 360 this past
year. Palumbo credits the increase in female participation to the success in indoor soccer and the current co-ed softball season.
"Intramurals are better organized
this year than in previous years," said
William C. Freda '03, intramural referee.
"I can show up to work and know most
of the time there will be two teams ready
to play."
"The entire quality of Intramurals
has gone up," said Brian Skurka '03.
"From advertising, fliers, updates in The
Mirror, to stats during the games and the
ability of the referees."
Intramurals has a long history
within the Fairfield community where
students come together to compete. Before the construction of the Quick Recreational Complex in 1978-79 students
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Beach Rental 2002-03 School Year
- Leave Msg 203-464-1615 Also
available for summer rental
Child Care Summer Help Wanted
Month of August - We are looking for an energetic and caring
individual that can supervise 2
boys, ages 6 and 9 at our home
in Fairfield. The ideal situation
would be 8:30-3:30 M-F. We do
have some flexibility on the
hours. Willing to pay competitive
salary for the right candidate. If
interested
email
khughes56@yahoo.com or call
259-0093
Do you like playing with children?
We have many part time nanny
positions available with very flexible schedules. Pay starts at $10
per hour. Call The Fairfield
Nanny Agency for more information. 333-3562
Looking for anyone interested in
finding and living in a house on
Cape Cod this summer. Anyone
interested call Caitlin at x6035.
Room For Rent: Young Family has
. a spacious, immaculate room,
with own bathroom. Private,
separate entrance, and in a great
location in Fairfield. Ideal for a
student. 500/mos Please contact Jennifer at 203-362-1457.

Social, nonconformist, professional yet relaxed, creative.
Sound like you? Be the next Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on your campus
next fall. It just might be
the greatest experience
you'll ever have. Apply at
www.redbullcollege.com
Summer Babysitter Wanted - Fairfield family looking for full-time
(Monday - Friday 8am 5:30pm), responsible fun sitter
for 2 boys, aged 6 and 11. For 3
weeks beginning June 20 - July
5. (Also August 19 - 27 if interested). Good Salary! Must have
own car, references, nonsmoker. Please call 203-3718951 after 6 pm or weekends,
203-750-5453 weekdays.
TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified
teachers. We serve hundreds
of public, private and parochial
schools in CT and NY. Over
10,000 place since 1965.
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE
UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL |N PLACING YOU, and
many of our private schools pay
the fee. Call us to discuss your
background and the types of
positions for which you are qualified. Fairfield Teachers'Agency,
Inc. Fairfield, CT (203) 333-0611
www.fairfieldteachersagcy.com

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE!
Call George at 256-6594 for the
latest rates, starting as low as
$20 per week! Reach thousands
with a Mirror classified adi

You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international telecommunications company for
minimal investment. Serious/
business minded students only!
Call (203) 565-0714 or visit
collegestudentsexcel.com

BAR ELEVEN
Photo: Amy Womack
played intramural basketball in Alumni
Hall. Due to scheduling, some games
were not played until as late as 3 a.m.
but were widely attended.
"I just want there to be a place to
play," said Joe Angelini '04. "I don't care
if people come to watch, I just want there
to be my team and the opposing team
and a ball...that's all I need."

SIGN ON TO FAIRFIELDS
PAPERLESS NEWSPAPER

m w The

COLLEGE NIGHT SATURDAYS

ladies always in free!
BAR

11 Washington St., South Norwatk

11

(across from sono post office
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FURZE & ACKIJEY
COME TO FURZE & ACKLEY AND TRY
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Designer Womeits
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EYE EXAMS BY
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'Media Row lacks Ham
BY KEITH WHAMOND

Walk down the stairs to the bottom
floor of the Barone Campus Center. Immediately to the left, there's WVOF. Past
that, there is The Manor yearbook and
The Mirror. However, there is one glaring omission in the lineup of campus
media in the Campus Center: The Ham
Channel.
"I thought having the Ham Channel in the Campus Center was a great
idea. I hoped for it, and I still hope for
it," said Father James Mayzik, S.J., director of the Media Center. "Would the
Ham Channel benefit from the exposure
of the campus center? Absolutely."

was to have everything there. Admissions, the Ham Channel, everything,"
said James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president of operations. "When we met
with the construction company, they
laughed at us. It just wasn't possible."
There were several reasons for not
bringing the Ham Channel to the BCC,
according to Fitzpatrick. First, the Ham
Channel had recently moved into their
current home in Xavier Hall. Additionally, there was a space issue. To give the
Ham Channel the room it needs would
not be possible with the space made
available with the renovation.
While there may not be room for the
entire Ham Channel to be housed in the

Beth Ann Semeraro of the HAM Channel at the WVOF Studios.

Photo: Joshua O'Connell
Casey Timmeny, the student broadcast coordinator at the Media Center,
agrees. "Being in Xavier limits us from
having the kind of campus presence we
are looking for," he said. "If we were in
the Campus Center, we could have much
more interaction We could do a TRLtype show, get more student participation, and so on."
"We've always been in Xavier and,
for better or worse, I think Xavier will
always be home base for the Ham Channel," Timmeny said. "But we are looking to moving at least part of the channel into the campus center."
The original design for the renovation was to make the BCC the nucleus
of Fairfield University. "Our wish list

BCC, there are plans for having at least
a limited Ham Channel presence in the
Campus Center, according to Mayzik.
The Ham Channel has hopes of using
space in the WVOF studios.
"There are several plans being discussed between myself and Jim
Fitzpatrick," said Mayzik. "I'm hopeful
that in the future we can share space with
WVOF and with The Manor. We want
to develop our relationship with
WVOF."
This relationship with WVOF will
be coming sooner rather than later, according to Timmeny. The Ham Channel
will be doing a simulcast of the weekly
radio show Cover Stone on April 23, said
Timmeny.

Perlitz to offer
real world experience
BY KRISTEN DELANEY

Some commencement speakers
may have been CEO's of famous companies. Others may have been innovative authors. Yet others may be successful Wall Street stockbrokers.
While this year's commencement
speaker's name may not be renowned,
at only 31 years of age, Doug Perlitz has
accomplished more than many people
may dream of.
He witnessed a social problem, and
he sought out to help create a solution.
After visiting Haiti as a Fairfield
student in 1991 with Mission Volunteers,
Perlitz decided that he couldn't turn a
blind eye to the sufferings of its people,
and he was finally able to return for service in 1996.
With a grant from the Knights of
Malta, Perlitz ultimately established
Pierre Toussaint School and Outreach
Program for street boys. Practically spit
at in the streets because of their lot in
life, and thought of as soulless, Perlitz
took the responsibility upon himself to
establish a facility for the boys to shower
and have a hot meal. This eventually
evolved into a private plot of land where
25 boys can live in a communal lifestyle,
where they are fed, helped with their
schoolwork, and encouraged to paint and
partake in other activities such as basketball and soccer.
Perlitz is constantly met with new
challenges. A few weeks ago, Perlitz and
his boys were faced with a situation they
had never experienced before: first hand
crime and violence. On three separate
occasions, men armed with guns confronted the boys, Perlitz or other staff
members.
With these new circumstances,
Perlitz and the program had to make
some changes, including having an
armed guard at the gate. However,
Perlitz said, "You can't plan for everything ... if they want to steal, they're
going to steal. We don't have the defense if four guys jump out of the
bushes"
"Haiti right now is just getting more
and more corrupted," said Perlitz. But,
Perlitz is sympathetic to the destitution
of the people. With 70 percent of the
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population in extreme poverty, "if you
asked a father to run cocaine on a corner
and gave him $200, I wouldn't blame
him if he did," he said.
"In one day in Haiti you've seen everything, the best and worst of what humanity can offer," he said. From the
mother sacrificing herself for the sake
of her children or the street boys making good decisions, to the drug dealers
and the rich who drive by the boys calling them "sans guine" ("ones without a
soul"), they all exist within "one little
Photo: Public Relations

Doug Perlitz.
hundred yard block. You see it all," said
Perlitz.
Perlitz says he is lucky to have
found something in which he truly finds
joy and learns from every day. "It's great
to be in Haiti working with people on
the margins- something about that is really powerful for me," he said.
The program is now officially nonprofit. Perlitz receives funding from various sources, including the Knights of
Columbus in Rhode Island and the Fairfield community. Local supporters have
now formed a board of directors for the
program's funding, and twice a year
Perlitz returns to the States for further
fundraising. Perlitz and Andy Schulteis,
another leader of the 13th Street program
for street boys, are awarded a grant from
the Knights of Malta, specific for their
personal living expenses. This money,
about $120 a month, covers their insurance, food expenses, and trips back to
the States. Apart from that, all money
raised and donated goes straight to the
program, which Perlitz decides how to
invest.
With all these stories and experiences, you would think that Perlitz would
focus on Haiti for his commencement
speech. However, he said it will not necessarily even be about him or Haiti, although he hopes to "weave it in" somehow. Perlitz said the speech is "really
for you guys."
Perlitz sees himself writing the
speech to "end the last ten or eleven minutes of what you might have in store" at
Fairfield. He said he imagined himself
preparing the speech as if he was talking to students that he knows through
the mission trips.
"I was sitting there ten years ago,
and I remember how I felt and how nervous I was. The memories are still
fresh." His familiarity with the university and experiences as a former student
enables him to have a "certain connection" with the school and the students,
he said.
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Levee incident
risks bar status
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"It's ridiculous that these kids can
ruin a tradition for the upper classmen,"
said Eric Kaul, '02. "The Levee
shouldn't hire freshman anymore. They
have spoiled the tradition for the rest of
us."
The Levee has been open as a bar
for seven years. This school year it
opened as a temporary snack bar until
the new Stag reopened in the Barone
Campus Center.
The Levee reopened Homecoming
Weekend 2001 as a bar only, licensed to
sell beer and wine.

Tuition increase
is 'the cost of
doing business'
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

dence hall charges will be raised to
$8,560 from $8,000, townhouse rental
charges will increase to $6,640 from
$6,390 and apartment rental charges will
be $7,200, an increase from $6,930.
Whiting has heard of no complaints
so far. "I am not aware of any complaints, but it's not unusual to raise concerns," said Whiting. "An increase in
tuition is natural to expect and there's
an explanation based in reality. It's just

What should happen to the Levee ?
How do you feel about the tuition hike?
E-mail us at mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
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He said, he said:
before the latest constitution can be reviewed by Student Services. So far he
Today marks the changing of the has only signed one bill, and he says that
guard for the Fairfield University Stu- he hasn't received any other amenddent Association. The Piagentini admin- ments.
istration will be completed, and a new
Some students are concerned that
several amendments
that have historically been in the
constitution were
left out of the constitution during the
last convention in
December 2000,
and have never been
added, though they
were approved as
amendments
in
FUSA Senate.
One of the
amendments that
was passed gives
students a right to
referendum with a
petition. This section of the constitution was included in
previous versions
throughout the 90s,
. pres joe Piagentini says one thing,
until a constitutional
group of students, headed by President- convention in 2000 drafted a newer verElect Karen Donoghue, will take over.
sion.
This date is also the deadline for any
A version drafted for this convenamendments approved by the FUSA tion by former FUSA executive Ken
Senate to be included in a new version Dunaj '02 and former Senate President
of the constitution.
Amanda Betz '02 included this section
According to current FUSA Presi- of the constitution when it was passed
dent Joe Piagentini, he must sign all bills in the Senate. But when it was printed
BY CHRIS WOOD
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Piagentini, Sheehy clash on
constitution question
MIRROR

for the student body
to vote on, this section was left out.
"They were on
my disk when I gave
it to [former FUSA
president Kevin
Hayes],"
said
Dunaj. "It's clear
that no one read it
section by section."
According to
Vice-President of
Senate
Adam
Sheehy '02, amendments to the FUSA
constitution that
have been passed by
the FUSA senate are
official even if they
have not been inand VP of Senate Adam Sheehy says another.
cluded in the lastest
version of the constitution.
for approval.
Senate Secretary Michelle Primo
"Everything is totally valid,"
Sheehy said. "It doesn't make [an '03 was unable to locate the minutes of
amendment] void if it's not in there. All senate meetings or bills to be brought to
the amendments passed are still valid." Piagentini for approval, though she said
Pigentini has a different opinion in a phone interview that she had given
Piagentini several bills to be signed.
about the process.
Piagentini denies receiving any bills
"If amendments do not reach my
desk for me to sign, they must be passed to be signed, besides one amendment
again through Senate under Karen's ad- that he said he signed earlier in the year.
ministration with a two-thirds vote," This amendment moved the date of the
FUSA election earlier in the year to crePiagentini said.
Though Sheehy says he doesn't re- ate a larger transition period for new admember specific amendments, he says ministrations.
Dean of Students Mark Reed could
that he is aware of sevejal bills that are
supposed to be submitted to Piagentini not be reached for comment.
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Meningitis hits U. of Wisconsin campus
BY MAYA ZIV-EL
THE DAILY CARDINAL

MADISON, Wis. — Four days after a University of Wisconsin-Madison
student was admitted for meningococcal disease, a UW-Eau Claire student
died of meningitis Sunday.
Nineteen-year-old Sean Coleman, a
computer science major from Rib Lake,
died Sunday afternoon, hours after being admitted to a local hospital.

44

symptoms Saturday night while in his
dorm, Catherine Thomas Hall.
The dorm, which Rindo said houses
approximately 140 students, held a meeting Sunday night to offer counseling and
information on meningitis. As a precautionary measure, university housing and
health officials are also distributing the
antibiotic Cipro, a one-dose tablet, to the
residents and anyone else who may have
had contact with Coleman. More than 65
students have already taken the medication, Rindo said.
This is the
^^^^^^^~—■
second fatal case
of meningitis at
UW-Eau Claire
this academic
year.
Bacterial
meningitis, the
type with which
both Coleman
and the UWMadison freshman were diagnosed, develops
from meningococcal bacteria.
The UW-Madison freshman, who
remained in intensive care over the
weekend, was released from the unit

Kissing is probably
the number one way
that people spread the
bacteria.
According to UW-Eau Claire Executive Director of Communications
Mike Rindo, Coleman had flu-like

U. of Wisconsin students lost one of their own to meningitis.
Monday.
According to University Health Ser-
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vices Community Health Director Craig'
Roberts, approximately 10 to 15 percent
of the population carries meningococcal
disease, with roughly one in 100,000
developing meningitis.
One study shows the rate to be_
slightly higher among university freshmen living in the dorms, Roberts said,
but the chances of developing meningitis are as good for one person as the next.
"A lot of that has to do with a
person's immune system and some of it's
probably genetic," he said. "You can't
predict it at all; it's very case-by-case."
Roberts said while most people recover from meningitis, about 10 percent
of cases are fatal and another 10 percent
result in severe complications.
Though no cure exists, UHS Director of Clinical Services Scott Spear said
a vaccine prevents about 70 percent of
meningitis strains. However, this vaccination only protects the patient from the
illness and he or she could still be a carrier of the bacteria.
"If you're going to get the vaccine
you should get it before you go to college," he said, adding that the general
population of college students is at no
greater risk of developing meningitis
than before.
Meningitis is transmitted through
nasal or oral secretions, such as saliva
or mucus, Roberts said, so one way students can protect themselves is by not
sharing utensils, glasses or cigarettes.
"Kissing is probably the number one
way that people spread the bacteria," he
said.
Roberts also said that while approximately 12 to 14 students die at UWMadison each year, cases such as meningitis generally spread more concern
throughout the university community
because of the nature of the illness.
"It can act very very quickly and
people can go from feeling perfectly well
to near death in a matter of hours," he
said.
"Feeling sicker than you ever have,
having a fever over 102 degrees and a
severe headache, that's something that
you don't have to figure out whether it's
meningitis or not. If you're that sick you
need to be seen and you usually need to
be seen now."
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Booze Cruise
BY KRISTEN DELANEY

10:15 P.M. No one really goes out before this time
anyway. First stop: The Grape.
The doors are almost misty due to the many people
crowded into the one room of the Grape, and parking
is a hit or miss situation. If you miss, you may have to
park several blocks away.
The bouncer at the door, stuffed onto a high back
chair, grabs IDs, staring at them each for a moment,
and then chucks them back to their original owners.
Decorated in a t-shirt to cover his large frame, he
barely articulates any grunt and the bar-goers may step
in. With only one room and a circular bar in the middle,
the Grape is clearly a place only to drink and
congregate.
The shots are served in stout plastic cups, and you
half expect the bartender to deliver your beer in a red
Solo cup. The atmosphere is that of an evolved
townhouse party: evolved in the amount of people there,
not in their mentalities.
In order to wander around, you have to push and
squeeze in between packed people, who refuse to budge
and give you the
typical "Fairfield
stare" when you
attempt to be civil.
The people at the
bar are primarily FU
students, all plastered
from the same mold
and crafted to appear
much like each other.
And, with Britney
Spears blaring on the
radio, the atmosphere
is that much more
superficial.
"[The students]
put on a little show
and act as if they're
going to
meet
someone, when really it's just who you see every day,"
said Ali Novotny, '02. "And, with every male in the
room playing darts, what chance do the women have
of finding someone?"
"It's just a place where Fairfield students go,
hoping alcohol will pass more of the time than
conversation," said Mari Roig, '02. "It's like the
Campus Center in a bar scene. Instead of getting your
mail, you're getting wasted."

The Mirror's Kristen Delaney takes a
tour of Fairfield's watering holes

11:00
P.M. On
to Black
Rock
Castle, on
the border
o
f
Bridgeport.
The
building
is shaped
like a medieval castle, and looks more like an Epcot
attraction than a bar. The smiley bouncer, dressed in a "
shirt and tie, politely checks your ID and tells you to
have a good night; the bartenders are dressed up as
well.
The interior design has more of an upscale and
themed decor, with crest designs on the wallpaper and
dangling lamps that look like they are straight out of a
16th Century tavern. And, the drinks ordered range
from shots, to beer, to mixed drinks, and wine, all served,
in glassware- imagine that!
You have to walk in a few feet before you even
approach the room with
the bar, and off in the
distance there is a lower
room with a dance floor
and band, Bottoms Up.
The bar is slightly
■ crowded,
but
comfortable, and the
people are very laid
back and of different
walks of life. Some
look like they're 12,
many others closer to
40.
The band begins to
play
covers
of
Aerosmith and Bon
Jovi, and the lead singer
is unpretentious, decked
out in a baseball t-shirt. While there is always music
on the weekends, the Castle normally showcases Irish
bands.
"The nicest thing about this place is that it has a
diverse crowd," said Dana Jacobs, '02. "People from
21-50 come here, and it's really chill. The only
downfall is that it's just a weekend bar...you never go
there on the weekdays, because it's dead."
11:45 P.M. Next stop, right up the street: Black

Rock & Blue
The side of the building slopes down in a
greenhouse-like effect, displaying the neon lights of
various alcohol companies. The long corridor to enter
the bar is filled with posters of bands, and is lit with
faint black light. In order to enter, you must pay a
cover of $5 to see the band of the night, Simply Jim.
The band covered various songs, including
Georgia Satellites "Keep Your Hands To Yourself,"
Pearl jam's "Black," and a rock version of Neil
Diamond's "Sweet Caroline." The front man resembled
a slighter and more androgynous version of The Who's
Roger Daltry.
The bar holds about 100 people, again a diverse
group, although anything feels diverse coming from
the Grape. However, Black Rock & Blue has a
reputation for being a biker bar, and brightly colored
hair and piercings are common fashion statements
there.
The stage is to the left and a mosh pit-like area of
the floor, and the rest of the bar circles around behind
you. A moose's head hangs above the bar, with bras
dangling from its antlers and a cigarette suspended in
its mouth. The ruggedness of the bar is definitely
apparent.
"It took me like, four hours to get a drink, and
when I did, I felt like it was just thrown in my face"
said Jeannette McNicholas, '02.
A major complaint about this bar was that the
crowd seemed to be older. "Apparently you must be
30 to enter," said Novotny.
The bands are generally fun at Black Rock & Blue
however, and Simply Jim was no exception. Providing
a change of scenery from the usual bars, the excursion
was entertaining with music, and a pool table and
foosball on the left side of the bar.
12:30 A.M. Back to the Grape.
Same4>eopIe, same scene. Beat.
Conclusion: Bars in Connecticut are definitely an
experience.

Roek-N-Jock nails a homer
BY JIM BRTTTON

Zachary, a child with a terminal illness, wants to
travel to Disney World with his family. So far, Fairfield
University is on pace to raise over $ 12,000 for Zachary
and the Make-A-Wish foundation.
Over 200 students participated in the Bowl-AThon at Nutmeg Lanes to kick off the Rock-N-Jock
fundraising efforts. All night long students were
awake, rocking in the alley and raising money.
The event continued on April 19, with the BCC
Band Jam. Members of the Pep Band kicked off the
music, followed by Cross-eyed Charlie and then
Awkward Silence. While the bands were playing, a
silent auction which raised over $1200 took place in

the lobby. Yankees tickets, a night at
Foxwoods, gift certificates, autographed
memorabilia and more were auctioned.
The highlight of the event happened
when Zach received his gift bat from "Tator
the Gator". After watching the game with
his PowerAde and Fairfield pom-pom, Zach
came onto the field to receive a bat signed
by all of the players. He received the biggest
ovation of the day, and rightly so. It was
Fairfield's way of saying we supported him
and his dreams. We hope he never forgets
April 19 and his trip to Disney World.
Top Row (I tor): Nick Martinelli'02, Rip Marini '02, Rich Radocchia -Staff, Chri:
Biello -Staff, Steph Holland '02, Debbie Home- Makc-A-Wish. Bottom Row:Ent
Morrell -Staff, Zachary, Tator The Gator.
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Loungin around
Commuter students finally have a place of their own
"It's in the hub of activity, so
commuters can interact with other
Commuter students and resident students and become involved with the
students often live in two different different clubs," said Dinnan.
worlds. At Fairfield University, steps are
The commuter lounge is furnished
being taken to bridge this gap.
with two couches, a table, a television, a
The opening of the new Barone refrigerator, water cooler, microwave
Campus Center presented many and lockers. "We have seen a good
opportunities for commuter students to response toward the lockers," said
become more involved in campus life.
Dinnan. "So far, 24 students have come
"The location of the commuter to get locks."
lounge in the old building made many
The lockers are free for the
commuters feel secluded," said Matt semester, and students can come to room
Dinnan, associate dean of students. 212 in the Barone Campus Center to pick
"With the new building, we wanted a up a lock.
more centralized location which would
Many commuters appreciate the
make it easier for students to get new area. "I spend a lot of time in the
involved."
lounge," said Lisa Basso, '03. "It's a
The new setup places the commuter great place for commuters to hang out."
lounge on the first floor of the campus
"I come here to relax," said Dave
center, along with all the university's Grazynski, '04. "I really like the new
clubs and organizations.
setup."
There are three
classes of students at the
university: on-campus
residents, commuters and
off-campus residents. To
be
considered
a
commuter, a student must
reside at home and within
the local geographical
area. Students living at
the beach are considered
off-campus residents.
According to the
Students studying in the new commuter lounge.
Academic
Vice
BY LINDSAY EVERETT

They have their OWN water cooler?
President's Office, there are currently
2,593 on-campus residents and 759 offcampus and commuter students
combined attending Fairfield.
While commuter students can come
to the lounge to finish homework and
hang out with friends .between classes,
they are also encouraged to join clubs
and organizations where they can meet
other students.
"Freshman year, I didn't feel like
part of the 'Fairfield community,'" said
Marissa MacDonald, '02, "but then I
became more involved in clubs, and now
I know more people. No one thinks I
commute."
'
Commuters looking to get involved
can start by joining the Commuter Club.
MacDonald was vice president of the

Photos: Bridget Smith

commuter club the first semester of her
junior year, and is a member of the Asian
Students Association and Project Excel.
She encourages her fellow commuters
to make the effort to meet people and
join organizations.
"You have so many different
options," said MacDonald. "The lounge
shouldn't be your life."
There are many reasons why
students choose to commute. They range
from health and family issues, to money,
having a job or not liking dorm life.
"I chose to commute because of
personal reasons," said Jackie Tyszka,
'03. "I really don't mind it though,
because I have a lot of friends here. I
try to spend as much time as I can on
campus."

Pressures of being thin a heavy weight to carry
BY ERIN GRA

Tyra, Britney, Elle, Gwyneth,
Pamela. You've seen them so often. As
a man, do you wish all the women
walking around looked like them? As a
woman, do you wish your body type
matched theirs?
The pressure put on women as they
stare at the slim backs and shoulders, flat
stomachs, abundant chests, slight hips,
and sultry legs leaves them insecure.
Society's constant battle against weight,
particularly for young women, leaves
them over-exercising, under-eating and
mentally tried.
About three-fourths of the way
through my workout on the crosstraining machine in the Rec-Plex, I
glanced over at the display of the
machine next to me. I did not know the
woman using the machine, but she was
obviously a student. She had a towel
covering the display, and I was slightly
annoyed. She was on the machine at
least ten minutes before I got on, and as
I came up on the 25 minute mark, I knew
she was well over this limit set for the
machines.
Sweat was pouring from her body,
and she was breathing hard. Still, her
skinny legs showed no signs of slowing.
With about two minutes left in my
workout, she lifted the towel
momentarily. She had been on the
machine for almost 45 minutes. I
watched as she routinely moved to other
machines that day, damn near
dehydrating herself before she dropped
to the mats for her abdominal workout.

I was momentarily impressed; I
scolded myself for not having that much
dedication. Yet, as I looked at her tired
eyes as she pulled on her sweatshirt, they
did not hold the satisfaction I would
expect after such a hard, complete
workout. I could tell she wasn't working
out to be in shape; she was working out
to be thin. The exhaustion in her eyes
made me wonder if she would ever be
satisfied. Her case is not rare.
In high school, my best friend had a
cute figure. She was president of the
class and held a solid grade point
average. She was close with her mother,
who was a nurse, as well as her father,
who was a successful businessman.
Everyone enjoyed her company and
witty comments, but she had few
boyfriends.
Junior year, she began to lose her
round cheeks. She cut the carbohydrates
from her diet, and increased her daily
exercise. She cut the meat from her diet.
Within a matter of weeks, she hardly ate
vegetables; she ate fruit because fruits
are almost entirely water. She drank over
a gallon of water a day.
In a few short months, the friend I
knew disappeared. Her skin turned
yellowish, her eyes were slightly sunken
in and always had dark circles under
them, her figure was down to bones, her
hair was thin and falling out, and her
breath constantly smelted. Standing
5'3," she dropped from 127 lbs to 86 lbs.
Her case is extreme, but exemplifies
what countless young women go through
on a smaller scale on a daily basis.
It is safe to say that almost every

woman
at
Fairfield
University has questioned
the beauty of her figure at
one time or another. First
year students are bombarded
with the words "Freshmen
15," and "Don't worry, most
girls usually lose it."
But as they look around
"J. Crew U" at all the
beautiful people dressed in
their fitted attire and short
skirts, are young women
really supposed to be
consoled by the fact that they
will lose it eventually? Not
when they walk into the
rooms of their male friends
and see Britney posters and
models in tiny bathing suits,
nor when they watch MTV
to find the new sensation in
less clothing and dancing
even sexier than before. The
mental trials are endless.
As they walk through
Barone gathering food on
their tray, young women worry whether
or not what she is eating will be good
for her body. A young woman will make
sure she looks nice before going out at
night and hopes to be noticed. At some
point, she will compare herself to
someone else and wonder if she is as
attractive. The pressures are real. They
are trying. They are frustrating.
The pressure put on women by
society and its images leads to an
incessant battle against themselves and
nature to look like famous beautiful

Photo: Bridget Smith

people. The struggle is one of heartache
and physical denial.
The reality for most women is sad:
they will bounce on yo-yo dieting and
look in the mirror with dissatisfaction
for most of their lives, never obtaining
the figure they desire. With the ideal
figure so well ingrained in the minds of
women, it is difficult to foresee an end
to the pressures.
The ideal bodies women are trying
to emulate are the exceptions, not the
norm; that is why they are famous.
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This week:
Ruby Tuesday's

DISHINGft Q
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BY RITA VERDIRAME
If you haven't noticed already, I tend
to write up favorable restaurant reviews.
This is because I haven't really eaten at
a place that was completely heinous.
This week, however, I found a place with
the worst service in the entire world. I'm
talking about Ruby Tuesday's, in the
Trumbull Mall.
Let me start by stating the facts (yes,
I know this is a food review and not a
crime report.) There were a total of four
of us who went to eat. Only two meals
were ordered, and one of us chose to help
ourselves to the salad bar. So why in

the world did it take us practically two
hours to get out of there?
The inattentive waitress, perhaps.
Not only was she (barely) waiting on
tables, but she was also working the bar.
However, I can't just place the blame
solely on the horrible waitress, she
couldn't bring out what wasn't made.
Don't ask how a couple of meals could
take forever to make, the restaurant
wasn't even crowded.
What else could be worse than slow
service? Uh, rude service. One of us
ordered a dinner to go, when we first got

there. The waitress brought it out
slightly later, but far from the time when
we left. Needless to say, the dinner was
ice cold before we left the restaurant.
When we asked the man who sat us if
we could possibly order a warm meal to
go, he told us he'd tell the chef right
away to cook us up a new dinner. Did
he? Of course not. The waitress just
came over and, quite rudely, asked us
what was going on.
Topping off the rude service was
dessert that came with a surprise. No,
nothing really gross, just a piece of
plastic. We sent it back and got the hell
out of there, before we had to be there a
minute longer.

Cheers &

I'm not going to bother going into
detail about the food, because you'll
never want to go there. The food isn't
cheap, and it's very greasy and quite
fattening. If you're at the mall and
you're hungry, I highly recommend
going to the food court...or starve.
The bottom line? Don't go there
ever! It's not worth the lengthy drive to
the mall. Not to mention that you have
to show identification to prove that you
are 21 years of age simply to sit in the
smoking area—I've never heard of such
a thing. I'd recommend changing their
name from "Ruby Tuesday's" to "Ruby
I Ordered My Food This Tuesday and I
Got it Next Tuesday."
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Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: BoxAA

to Thursday vacation at casa de playa...to
drinking on the beach...to 'yours is so
big'...to mudslides under the stars...to 5
kegs at the 15 block, random
Wednesday...to the field hockey seniors
we'll miss you...to Mongo returning in
the fall...to the girls at the Backdoor...to
Steve McQueen...to a summer in
Scottsdalc.to soaking up the sun...tothe
Crackhouse's naut...to the guys at the
Regal Beagle...to Stevie and Lindsey...to
lame girls who have given me so many
laughs...to Hella, you hottic.to beating
up the buckeyes and sea wolves...to
shillin with Mr. Jogues at the block
party...to "the wonderful thing about
tigers, is that tigers are wonderful
things"...to clamming at the beach...to
'vanilla-strawberry parfait"...to dancing
with the Devil...to slip and slide outside
the 3 block...to security finally being
:ool and not breaking up the block
party...to the Quick Center seniors, good
luck next year, we'll miss you...to getting
the last triple in Campion...to Mary and
Caitlin, next year is going to be the
jest...to fudgicles, a delicious snack for
ill ages...to Jogues 3 (AV, RS, SH, LV,
CB, JT, RG, JF, MG, JM)...to the novice
crew girls...to Colleen the almost RA...to
:o-ed showers on j3...to Rosemary for
living in queens...to Rita and her boy
from Canada...to "Can't Escape My
Love"...to being called munchkin...to
Brian saying "why"...to Alyssa from
your Guardian Angel...to Rudy's
haircut...to refrigerated aloe...to Ryan for
picking out a toothbrush with me...to
Prof. Sweeney's rapping...to Patty's
CDs...to crunchy tator tots...to a night in
Ranada's bed, priceless...to plucking
parties in the hotel room...to the
presentation...to men's lax beating
ND...to Huxta MVP...to Carla, the best
paper towel dispenser girl around...to
Team Random in the keg races, we did
awesome...to the class of 2002, it's been
an awesome 4 years...to Pier 7, I'll miss
living with you guys...to Teti, thanks for
sverything.. .to John, love you.. .to Claver
case races...to "it's all about the
immediate impact," right Kel?...to
NBTB...to going to Barone with a bunch
af hammered girls...to the cop with the
megaphone, "did you take stupid pills

today?"...to Billy, who is now missing
one sweater...to the kid that looks and
acts like Cliff from Dead Man on
Campus...to that couple in the j4
bathroom, that was some freaky
action...to real people who put their neck
on the line for their friends...to the
"sophomore girls," yeah we know who
we are and we absolutely love every
second of it...to those evil, psycho and
snotty senior girls leaving Fairfield
forever, you will never be thought of
again, havejyn in the real world...to the
2004 Dolan girlsT^teAwkward Silence's
last show, pour some sugar on me!...to
dancing at the Grape...to residents who
offer to cook me dinner with homemade
sauce...to having the best roommate
since freshman year, go Dolan 225...to
TH 112, holla...to BM & MR, the best
dancers...to "friends since freshman
year"...to Claver 3 and Dolan 2 in 98...to
senior week, bring on the free beer...to
Regis 2 when it was the sub-free floor...to
playing "remember when" games...to the
best mofo Awkward Silence concert
ever...to
"Roguewoods"
this
weekend...to Tim-Tom and his awesome
moves...to not knowing his name at
all...to Beth and her beer balls...to great
acting skills...to planning around
drinking...to seeing Scooby and subway
again...to 5 for 5...to roommates with 2
fans...to Tracy's bed...to those who have
contributed to TJ, a heartfelt thanks, what
you all have done does not go
unnoticed...to Matt at the Bunny for
returning our keg, p.s. thanks for the
rice...to the Kostka ducks...to kings...to
FU golfing...to the Sox in first...to 64
battles...to the beer league...to Mr. Ps...to
"crick-et"...to no curr, drink burr...to
grateful dead bball beer table...to
Campion 3 next year...to passing out
sleepovers...to having a boyfriend with
a yummy tooshie...to Jules for beating
the system...to my little hobknob...to the
keg races...to the dog house...to the
wooden shoe...to us peeing on your
bonfire...to becoming bf with someone
in the same position as you...to the
emergency at TH 112, oops gotta go
home...to the best housemates for trying
to get me to leave...to leaving at 6 am...to'■
making out with someone who wasn't
your date, way to make the most of it...to
going to work after keg races, way to
suck it up...good-bye to The Mirror...
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to missing the forgotten path...to being
the only person in the house who can't
get into bars...to boys who play head
games, you cant go back and forth...to
finals...to graduation making this the last your friends but don't have enough balls
week you will ever see some people to stand up for you in your time of
again, if you come back after you need...to the coast guard and their lack
graduate, leave a note on my car, maybe of communication skills...to "the event"
I'll see ya./.to going to class when it's in less than a month...to goodbyes...to
beautiful out...to have the naut broken guys who are blind to your total
up...to not making it to the No Doubt package...to rogues that steal kegs from
concert...to people with their lives your house...to only one more month
mapped out...to people with jobs after until "the event"...to a member of the
graduation...to coming back in the lax team, we don't want you at the
fall...to people with their heads up their party...to not remembering anything for
@SSes...to everyone associated with the 4 days...to work...to trash bags of
judicial system at this school...to things...to junior keg racers, who for
sweating myself to sleep...to soaking wet whatever reason didn't think a keg race
shorts...to professors who don't realize involved finishing the keg...to gome and
that seniors don't give a f*** 15 year olds...to the shoe stealing b*tch
anymore...to no beer at the Levee...to salt on the day of the mock wedding...to
water and the long island sound late Saturday night point...to those who ruin
night...to the girl with the sequined red beds...to ATM S droppin
cardigan at Russell's, who are you and the Levee shutdown...to hooked on
what were you wearing?...to freshman betting...to the point system...to "no?
girls who forget they are freshmen and no?"...to summer break soon...to
hit on older guys that have girlfriends, miserables...to the jabber who lives at
you suck...to 20 page papers that are due the mormon...to graduating...to drip
the Monday after clam jam...to that b*tch drying because you're too broke for
who stole my shoes on mock wedding TP...to sand burns on your inner
night, I will find you!...to not having air thigh...to assuming I'm your girlfriend,
conditioned rooms...to leaving friends don't you know what happens when you
during the summer...to living with my assume (it would be safe to assume
family for four months...to the people whoever sent this in is easy...)...to
making out at the beach in the middle of having absolutely nothing to say,
the day...to seven loads of laundry...to develop some social skills already...to
everyone patting me on the head...to wearing his ring around my neck, can
eating roughage to make weight...to we say awkward?...to not being able to
"c'mon Kate"...to people who accuse .get that smell out of my clothes now...to
others of stealing...toTV5...to Bill hitting Tiaving so much work to do senior
a girl on a bike with his car...to the year...to late nights doing lots of
disappearance of Matt...to not getting a work...to long ceremonies...to the
30 for the room...to no cute guys...to the difficulty of finding time when all of
cool kid with the glasses on his head, he your friends can chill together...to
was beat...to Merrimakc group, zzz...to figuring out postmodernism...to
writing conference critiques...to people tumultuous weather ending Rock-Nwho cheat at keg races, finish your Jock...to cold weather after a week of
kegs...to long papers on dead summer...to ten page papers that are
goddesses...to leaving college and never going to be finished...to any paper
friends...to graduating and having a that is over 5 pages long...to stress...to
reality check...to cops at the beach on illness...to professors not realizing that
Friday...to being rejected by one and students take more than one class...to
resorting to another...to sex wounds, not getting any rest...to waking up to
ouch...to that poor outcome attempt at a your roomate's alarm when you could
forgotten path party, "A" for effort sleep another hour...to sitting in front
though...to having so much end of the of a computer Tu
year work you want to poke your eyes year...to waiting for EVERYTHING...
out...to people who you thought were to having to fill the column...to stuff.
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Cartoon Commentary
A picture is worth a thousand words...
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Townhouse residents
will carry too much
of the burden
Several weeks ago, The Mirror's editorial board commended Housing Operations at the university for arriving
at what seemed to be the best possible decision with the
"housing crunch" for next year. An additional student
resident was added to all the Townhouses, the traditional
luxury of upperclassmen. Understandably, an extra
housemate is not wonderful news for residents in the
townhouses. However, the editorial voiced appreciation
for housing's efforts to maximize the happiness of the
university's students. Despite the hardships of the extra
person in a house, there would be more students that couki
enjoy this lifestyle and fewer students "banished" to underclassman living conditions.
It is understandable that economics and university improvement will dictate an increase in tuition and living
fees. Yet, it is quite unfortunate that this burden will be
passed onto the already stressed townhouse population.
Each additional townhouse resident will be expected to
pay an additional $250 for the rental of their house. This
is a comparable increase to the one allocated for apartment residents. Each apartment unit will generate about
$ 1,080 additionally. Townhouses, on the other hand, shall
generate either $1,225 (for five-person) or $1,750 (for
seven-person.) Should those residents who are incurring
an additional pressure of an added housemate be asked to
foot so much of the bill at the behest of the Board of Trustees?
All signs point to an effort to improve the university
in every imaginable way. Professors are well paid, construction is everywhere, Internet services are improved
and — not surprisingly — there are more students applying to the university. This fact has created the recurring
"housing crunch," resulting in the need for changes to
traditional housing on campus.
Paying extra for the betterment of the university we
all attend is one thing, but asking those members of the
student community that have already been impacted by
these improvements in a negative way is simply not right.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
"Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

SIGN ON TO FAIRFIELDS
PAPERLESS NEWSPAPER.
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Last issue for senior staffers
What does a college student remember about Tuesday nights?
For the outgoing members of the 27th Editorial Board of The Mirror, which just published its last issue, those memories may be of
challenging, successful and, I hope, enjoyable long nights.
I can say that my year has been the most rewarding learning
experience that I could have ever hoped for at this university. I
can wholeheartedly say that having this opportunity to serve the
university community has been an honor that I am very proud of.
Looking back, what a year it was. I don't think that any could
have ever envisioned such a year, covering horrible events such as
terrorist attacks, or the events of Feb. 12 when a group of our
fellow classmates and one professor were held captive inside a
Canisius hall classroom. Likewise, events such as the Barone Campus Center anthrax scare and the current crisis in the Catholic
Church presented numerous unprecedented challenges to The Mirror, but I am extremely proud of the professional manner of this
newspaper's staff through these rigorous situations.
In fact, it has been a year of many accomplishments for
Fairfield's student newspaper. This summer, The Mirror received
honorable mention as one of the best weekly college newspapers
at a prestigious conference run by the Cox Management Institute
at the University of Georgia. Hits and page views on The Mirror s
website have also jumped from a few hundred per week to a weekly
average of over 6,000. However, I am most proud of the fact that
no matter the story, The Mirror's current staff has always done its
best to present all the facts possible to its readers in the most balanced way it could.
In closing, I would like to thank Dr. James Simon for the
incredible amount of effort he has put in as this newspaper's advisor. Though not always recognized for it, Dr. Simon is the major
catalyst behind The Mirror s great improvement over the past few
years. In addition, I would like to thank my fellow seniors Allie
Moonan, Maria DeRuccio and Jim Britton for the countless hours
they've spent in our office both driving this paper to a new level
and putting up with my antics.
As a group, we're thrilled with the steps this newspaper has
taken towards becoming one of the best college newspapers in the
country and we remain confident that The Mirror will continue to
blossom in the next year.
- Francis Washkuch Jr.

[ letters to
the editor]

Academic
inelligibility
To the Editor:
I had a rather bizarre idea.
I imagined that Athletics had
replaced Academics as the
primary emphasis at Fairfield
University.
Students were enrolled in
our courses, but seldom
present in the classroom.
When exams or presentations
were scheduled, professors
had to write to the Athletic Director to get permission for
the students to come to class.
Each case would be decided
by the coaches involved as
well as the other players. Are
we headed in this direction?
I hope not!
Edward Dew
Professor of Politics

Send your comments
about this or other
stories to
The Mirror
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mentary
Commencement speaker almost famous
BY PAUL PARISI

Doug Perlitz is my commencement
speaker. Now, I could take the high road,
and say something like, "Gee wiz! This
is such a good choice Fairfield has made,
someone we can all relate to. He graduated a mere ten years ago and look at all
the good he's done."
Well, I'm not going to say that. I'm
going to be shallow and say
what most people want to
say, "I want a damn celebrity."
And not just for the obvious perks of being able to
call up my friends at other
colleges and rub it in their
faces, or the chance that he
or she might have shown up
at the Grape after the ceremony (I know, I know). I
want a celebrity because
with all the money floating
around at Fairfield, you better hire me someone like
Jim Carrey to tell me that
how I can be anything I
want if I put my mind to it;
while doing impressions of
Ace Ventura and making
my grandmother pee her
pants.
I looked it up online

and yes it's a little expensive, but then
again so is the tuition here. As long as
you are slowly starting to stuff more and
more incoming freshman into rooms that
I almost suffocated to death in, then
maybe you should use some of that extra money towards our speaker. I'm almost not surprised though, $30,000 a
year and I couldn't get a decent grilled
cheese at Barone- why should I expect a
movie star at graduation?

Frankly, I'm starting to lose it. I
don't get to have a real Clam Jam, there
was no spring concert, and during the
concert I went to in the fall, I was subjected to watching a girl rub oil all over
the members of 112. After all that, you
can't get me someone — anyone — famous? At this point I would even settle
for just one of the Dukes of Hazard as
long as he pulled up to the stage in that
orange Dodge Charger.

The bottom line is: I'm sure that
Doug has many interesting things to tell
us, and I'm sure it will be a great speech,
but at least do this for me: hire Pam
Anderson to stand next to him on the
stage. She won't even have to say a word.
That way you'll be making half the
graduation class happy- and you'll make
my grandfather very happy.

Informal Online Poll:
Is Doug Perlitz a good choice for commencement?
Yes! He represents Fairfield well.
54%
Eh, I guess
5%

Doug who??
41%
Vote on next week's poll @ www.fairfieldmirror.com

Parking spaces are safe. Laptops? Well...
BY MICHAEL A. BOND

The war against petty crime roars
on with security seeming far more interested in illegally parked cars than stolen
laptops. We have all seen the posters
alerting us of a Fairfield crime spree. It
would seem natural to turn to campus
security to work on this problem. Unfortunately they seem far too busy checking for illegally parked cars as a recent
incident involving a friend of mine indicates.
A friend had her car on campus with
a seemingly valid parking pass. It was
issued for this school year for a student
who is now abroad and therefore in no
need of the pass. Security apparently had

the time to check the numbers on the
sticker, trace its origins, and "go in for
the bust," as it were.
Several questions need to be thought
about with regard to this incident. First
of all, the car in question poses no significant threat to any students or space
constraints. The parking permit acquired
was good for the full year and is, in effect, a reservation for a space. Like any
deed or property this one should be transferable. By effectively negating the permit after one semester the University has
ripped off its original owner of half the
face value. The Security Department and
other officials should take the time to buy
back no longer needed passes and issue
new ones in place of them if they do not

Be careful where you park; they're out there-

want students to resell their pass.
The likely university response
would be that we are a private university and therefore free to set the rules.
Technically this is true, but we also employ a Security Department whose stated
goal, according to its website, is, "...to
ensure that the entire university community stay as free as possible from crime,
while maintaining an academic environment." The violation here was petty at
best and in no way affected the academic
environment in comparison to more serious crimes of late.
Going to school in suburban Connecticut should insure a relatively high
level of security. It should, but as we
have seen in the "Crime Beat" section
of this paper and by the
stolen laptop flyers,
the level of security
here is not quite ideal.
Serious incidents occur every week and it
seems that Security is
focusing an excessive
amount of resources
and time on parking
issues. It causes one to
question whether this
is the best use of their

skills.
I would argue that it is time that
Security was more vigilant and informative to the student body. They should
double their focus on door props, high
fines are not effective deterrents since
people rarely get caught, and open constructive dialogues with students to really understand campus life. Security
needs not be looked at as merely the
people who bust parties and write students up. They need to be thought of as
guardians, valued members of the community in a student's eyes. By increasing dialogue with students and issuing
informative bulletins electronically and
in print they can truly connect with us.
The biggest downfall of Security it
seems is their priorities. Illegal parking
is trivial at best. For this one student they
dealt with, there are many more that have
been let down this year and even more
who are cynical about just what they do.
It is time that Security be challenged
and forced to confront the ways that they
deal with crime and the methods, if any,
they use to create dialogue with the students. Stop fighting the small fights and
focus on the big ones. Find out what's
going on instead of just busting what's
going down.
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You're graduating...
Do you tie the knot?

ffl&aU

SHE said
Maria DeRuccio

Kevin Estela
Graduation is approaching and the temptation may be there to marry your college sweet- ^^JS
heart right after you accept that diploma. If you
do that, you deserve to be given a thousand paper
cuts. If not now, when is it the right time to get married
and when is it too young?
A person should get married when they feel that
they are mature enough to handle the responsibility.
Unlike 15 year old Bobbi Sue and 19 year old Clifford
that you see on Jerry Springer with the combined mental capacity of a box of paperclips, you have a solid head
on your shoulders (I'd think so, after all, you are reading my column). Think
things over. Realize that you are going to be known as "Mr. and Mrs." You are
going to have to file as married instead of single on your taxes. If anything bothers you (i.e. nail biting, leaving the seat up, or in Bobbi Sue and Clifford's case
leaving the door to the trailer open), after years, it still will be "until death do us
part."
Maturity is important but so is finding the right person. Just because someone looks good now doesn't guarantee they will years from now. My advice,
look at their parents. Guys, if you meet a girl with a mom that looks just as good
as your girl does, take note. If you meet a mom that looks like a three-week old
hot dog; I hope you are too kind or partially blind. I'm sure she must have a
great personality. Which brings me to my next point. Get approval from your
friends, they are a better judges of character than you are when you are smitten.
Putting that ring around your finger puts an invisible noose around your neck.
Marriage is an institution that should remain sacred. It's not something that
should be broken off easily with divorce papers. Give, some thought to the person you are with. If you can picture them on the toilet doing what they do and
that still puts a smile on your face maybe that's a good sign. People make fun of
our generation for being slackers and irresponsible. Prove them wrong by being
responsible and finding someone right.
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Over Alumni Weekend this year, I ran into
three recent grads with sparkling rocks on each
of their ring fingers. It made me a little nauseous.
I have to admit that seeing people, who are only a
few years older than me, getting engaged makes
me nervous.
I still feel like I'm a kid. I have no job, no
responsibilities and no money. (I know, it's pathetic.) I definitely need to get it together before I can even consider walking down the aisle.
Personally, my early 20s is way too young to
be a Mrs., unless my boyfriend wins Powerball.
But still, I think it's important to enjoy a couple of fun and exciting postcollege years. At age 23, no one should be ready to settle down. Playing house is
fine and dandy, though I'm not condoning cohabitation at this 'holier than thou
Jesuit university.' I'm just' implying that marriage is a serious and life-altering
commitment.
I've seen too many divorces that have resulted from a young bride and groom.
So, I think it's extremely important to be overly cautious. Besides, once you get
married, that's it, you become a permanent grown-up. Soon, we'll all have to
grow out of our Peter Pan syndrome, but not yet!
It's weird to think about it, but when my mom was my age she was married
with three kids. But that was the norm back then, couples are waiting longer now
before they say, "I do." >
It's always fun to fantasize about your wedding- the perfect guy, the perfect
dress, the perfect day. But don't rush it. You have plenty of time to become
someone's little wifey and run around after a "rat pack" of kids. My father always tells me "don't wish your life away."
I guess marriage is different for everyone. As for how old you should be, just
make sure you're in love, make sure your ready and make sure you sign a prenup.

"Going to Dairy Queen
and indulging in a huge
Blizzard"

"I never relieve my stress,
so I don't know."

- Sarah Grady, '02

- Amanda Betz, '02,

cm co:
What are your stress relievers for Finals?
\ by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade s
'Lifting and dancing.'

^ ** ■■■ ■*•■ i

Lots of sleep."

- Mike Duggan, '02
"Hittin' up the clubs
and then going to see
'her.'"
- Andy Mastrone, '03

- Jennifer
Ramos, '03

'
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We be
jammxn'

Mystic Bowie and the
Pallbearers gave a lively
performance to a
disappointing crowd at the BCC
BY KRISTEN DELANEY

His long dreads, tied back in a Jamaican colored elastic, whipped around
with each jump and shake of his hips.
His voice was as fluid as his movements
were. The air was filled with contagious
Caribbean-flavored funk and reggae
music.
Kicking off the WVOF spring and
summer concert series with Joe Kelley,
Mystic Bowie and the Pallbearers played
the Campus Center to a disappointing
attendance this past Tuesday. With only
about ten students on the ground floor,
and another ten watching intermittently
from the over hang, the band did not
seem discouraged and played with a love
for their music.
A native Jamaican, Mystic Bowie
has been touring and producing music
with the Tom Tom Club, which features
Talking Head's and Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame members Tina Weymouth and
Chris Frantz. Mystic Bowie will also
be on tour with the B52s in July in Cen-

tral Park.
Mystic Bowie and the Pallbearers
consists of Renard Boissiere on keys,
Kurt Berglund on drums, Pat Lavery on
bass (who bore a striking resemblance
to Dr. Kurt Nasser) and Paul Mercurio
on guitars. Lavery and Mercurio joined
Mystic Bowie with backing vocals for
many of their songs, and provided a nice
harmony.
Appearance-wise, the band did not
appear as if they would gel into a cohesive band, as Mercurio looked like he
should be in a Pearl Jam cover-band, and
Boissiere in a Gospel choir. Regardless
of physical appearance, the musicians
came together to make unified music.
"I wasn't really sure what kind of
sound they'd have since the band members looked so different from one another," said senior Justin Colby, one of
the few in the audience. "But driving
home, I was wishing I had the CD in my
car."
While the songs on the band's CD,
entitled Rebirth do sound strikingly alike

Lead singer and Caribbean lovin' Mystic
and indistinguishable, as a live act the
band's sound varied slightly more, although keeping a main reggae and funk
background. The performance was
smooth, possessing the consistency of
CD quality, but with added energy of a
live performance.
The performance of "Lend a Hand"
was one of the best highlights from the
set. Mystic Bowie taught the audience
that the song inspires you to "not forget
where you come from." He said that
even if your background was a happy and

The band, as different as they seem, blend sounds perfectly on stage

successful one, don't forget to spread that
to other people who need it.
The song was the most energetic of
the set, with Boissiere starting it off with
the percussion of a whistle along with
his keyboard skills. Mystic Bowie in
turn compliments this with the rhythm
of his cowbell. Wait, two cowbells. No,
three! A chain reaction was set off, and
Boissiere, Mystic, and Lavery all played
the bells at trickling moments.
The ending of the set definitely
gathered momentum and passion, as it
culminated with a jam on the last
song. With the instruments peaking,
Mystic Bowie extended his vocals
with fervor and feeling, ending the
set perfectly.
Kelley, the organizer of the concerts and D.J. of the "Upper Room"
on Mondays from 4-8 p.m., said that
while it is "tough to get people out"
partially due to a "lack of publicity
and a little bit of apathy," many
people listen to the show and concert in Canada and throughout the
world via the Web.
The concert series is formulated
in celebration of Kelley's 20 years
on the radio, ten of which have been
with Fairfield University. Other musicians lined up for the series include
Jill Jones, who has worked with
Prince, and all concerts will be aired
on his show.
"It was unfortunate there was
such a small amount of attendance
when I first got there, especially
once I heard how good they were,
but it didn't seem to phase them that
there weren't that many people
there, and that drew more people as
the show went on," said Colby.
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With Seeking Homer
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publicity tool?
T: I don't know how
bands did it before. I
don't know what it was
like. We've used it as a
tool since day one.
D: The best part is it's
free.

Friday night, the
music beamed like a
beacon from the
Levee, calling people
from the quad and
townhouses as it
echoed through the
air. In the dim lights,
the band Seeking
Homer played in front
of a pair of old
wooden skies hanging
over the wall, while
the crowd moved
freely to the music.
After the performance,
the band sat down to
tackle the most feared
interview this side of
the beach: 20 Questions.
1. Passing over the
obvious Simpsons
jokes that I've been
thinking of all week,
where did you get
your name?
Michael: I'll tell you
where the name came
from. It's the essence
Tom, Michael, James and Dave group together after the
of travel. It's a state
that doesn't physically
for a guitar player.
exist. I hope we never find it, because when we do,
it's over.
7. Who are your musical influences?
Tom: The pursuit is the fun.
M: It comes from bands we tour with, and I could
2. What are the positives of not being distributed
give you 1000 names. But the bands we tour with
on a major label?
we find a connection with on the road. It's a
painstaking process on tour. The music comes from
T: We know exactly where every dollar goes. We
the spirit we have as a band.
have complete control of everything.
James: Record labels don't have to release our music
if they don't like it.
8. What inspires you when writing music?
M: Growing up in New York City.
T: We're not in debt to anyone but ourselves. I'm a
hell of a lot happier too.
J: Life.
(laughs)
3.1 read on your website that you need shirts.
J: It's the obvious answer.
T: I've never lived anywhere more than four years.
Where can people send you the shirts off their
I'm always on the go. I form new relationships all
back?
the time.
T: You really want to know?
Yeah.
9. What is your favorite part of the recording
T: OK -923 Garfield Avenue, Palmyra, NJ 08065.
We really do get them and use them. We wear them
process?
T: My favorite part is when we listen to an album as
when we go to their town. But we need them. We
a whole for the first time. People will go in and
lose them and some get ruined.
work for four or five hours. You're watching a DVD
and don't know what's going on. But then at the end
4. Other than getting people to give up their
of the day it's brought together and you hear it.
shirts, what is your favorite part of touring the
country?
10. You've stopped by Fairfield University before.
M: Ooh - a tough one! Lack of sleeping.
What
brings you back?
Dave: Driving 85 miles per hour on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, blasting Pink Floyd at four in the morning. M: The school.
J: We have a great time.
F: Seeing places that you'd have no other reason to
,T: As long as people keep coming - playing to the
see, like Iowa, unless you were a truck driver.
public, and people are actually here on a Friday
D: Eating a Citgo corn dog.
night.
5. (Submitted by someone walking by the table
11. In terms of your latest album, Paradise, did
during an interview) Do you guys have a girlyou approach it differently than your previous
friend?
albums?
J: We're all single.
D: We recorded in a bigger studio.
M: We're tri-sexual.
M: We sang about different things too.
D: I think that's bi-sexual.
6. Considering the number of dates you guys do
(your website lists a lot of days where both day
and night shows are scheduled), does touring ever
get tiring?
T: No, I don't think we really get tired. We get hurt
and knocked up...
(laughter)
T: Not like that! I got mono on the road and stuff
like that. I cut my finger twice and that's not good

12. How do you feel about MP3s and the growing
number of people downloading music instead of
buying it?
J: We think it's great. There's a lot out there you
can't buy. It can be used to reach more people
because our music is not in stores. We'd rather then
come out to see us live, and then they may buy a CD.
13. Have you found the internet to be a good

14. What's the most
outrageous thing a
fan's done at a show?
D: A kid passed out
behind Tom's guitar
amp standing up.
T: He passed out and
someone dumped beer
on his head.
M: Some guy pulled
out his testicles and did
tricks. Can I say
testicle?
I got penis through the
censor so I'm sure it's
OK. At least you
didn't use any slang.
M: Cool. Another time
a guy knocked himself
out with a frying pan.
T: One girl went to the
ATM and pulled out
show
$100 for one of Dave's
sweaty shirts. She was
doing the deal with me so I was going to pocket the
money. There's four good stories for you.
15. Let's play the pyramid: Leela, Fry, Bender...
T: James knows this stuff.
J: Oh! It's that show. What's it called - Futurama?
Correct.Matt Groening created it, and he also
created the Simpsons (see question one.) DING!
16. Better president; George W. Bush or Martin
Sheen?
T: We've only seen that show once. But I think Bush
is doing a pretty damn good job... and without a
script.
17. Which artist should just stop recording
music?
D: We've got a ton of them.
T: Creed is on my list.
D: They Might be Giants.
M: Celine Dion.
T: She did that song though.
J: Rod Stewart.
18. Better group: AC/DC or The Powerpuff Girls?
T: AC/DC, right?
There's really no right answer here, although one
would be funnier than the other.
J: Powerpuff Girls - they kind of rock. AC/DC kind
of rocks too though.
19. Cell phones: useful tools, or annoying pieces of
garbage that ring at more annoying times than
tele-marketers calling at dinner?
D: I think they're useful - they're cheaper than phone
cards.
T: Only five people know my number, so I don't
have a problem.
J: I don't have one.
T: And [James] needs one the most.
20. Any last words?
D: Pass the vibe - pass the Seeking Homer vibe.
T: People should really try hard to do some listening
the next couple of years. Bring live music back to
the way it was 15 or 20 years ago.
J: Kill your TV.
D: Defossilize.
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Bumper to bumper
Samuel L.
Jackson and
Ben Affleck
bring star
power to the
new fast paced
blockbuster.
See them
face-off in...

Ch anging
Lanes
i

BY KRISTEN DELANEY

It begins with taillights streaming
through the streets at high speeds backed
by electronic beats, representative of the
accelerated New York City life.
It begins by flashing the mornings
of two very different people on one day.
It starts off as an all right movie.
Put the brakes on, though, because

WMiEk Facts
>-<—i

^

Grade: B
Movie:
Changing Lanes
Starring:
Ben Affleck
Samuel L.
Jackson
Director:
Roger Michell

Fat
M.

that's where it stops.
The new drama Changing Lanes
with Ben Affleck and Samuel L. Jackson was rated # 1 at the box office by Entertainment Weekly last week, proving
that advertisements can be deceiving.
While the commercials promised a
fast action suspense movie, the movie

did not deliver.
The plot centers around one day,
where two unlikely characters are
brought together by a traffic accident on
the F.D.R. Drive.
Gavin Banek (Ben Affleck) is a
high-power young attorney with the
stresses of recently being made a partner in his father-in-law's elite firm. Running late that morning, he is trying to
sort out his chaotic life in his Mercedes,
on his cell phone as always, while driving to a career-making court case.
Doyle Gipson (Samuel L. Jackson)
is a recovering alcoholic, trying to purchase a house and get his life back on
track. Writing down some lines for his
speech to try and establish joint-custody
of his kids in a court case, he finds himself on the same road as Banek.
Distracted with their lives, the two
collide. Frazzled, Banek tries to get
Gipson to take a blank check to cover
the damages. Had Gipson only taken the
check, his ensuing problems would have
been avoided, and the movie would fortunately be over.
Gipson however, recently obsessed
with trying to "do the right thing," refuses Banek's offer and wants to settle it
through insurance. It is here, shuffling
through the disorganized papers, that
Banek accidentally misplaces a vital
folder in his case, and sets off a crazy
roller coaster ride of revenge, guilt, justice, and human emotion.
The movie flies through contrasting
moments of conscience for the characters, but they never seem to match up.
When Gipson is ready to give the
file back, Banek is plotting to sabotage

his files and fraudulently declare him
bankrupt.
When Banek is ready to rectify his
actions, Gipson is taking the bolts out of
Banek's tires. The movie showed the
extremes of pride in that, once a further
offense was taken against each character, they just couldn't surrender.

digestible if the characters were polarizations of extremes.
A good guy and a bad guy. A guy
you are rooting for and a guy you want
to see destroyed. However, the movie
tries to be suspenseful, but at the same
time tries to provide a moral and deep
message about life.

Perhaps one downfall of the movie
was that it tried to portray its characters
as three dimensional, showing every
possible emotion and angle, with a plot
that would have been better suited for
two dimensions. With a story pitting two
people against each other, seeking vengeance and trying to break the other, it
would have been much more fitting and

The result is a thin, almost forced,
attempt to elicit sympathies for both
characters. While "Changing Lanes" is
not Oscar worthy by any means, it is not
the worst movie either.
It is definitely a wait-for-video-ifyou're-bored-on-a-Sunday-night film ,
and it is definitely forgettable.
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SPORTS
Softball

Baseball
Bittner reaches milestone

Improves to 8-2 in MAAC

Senior Ryan Bittner became Fairfield's
all-time leader in hits with 210 for his
career. The Stags, however, fell to 6-9 in
the MAAC after getting swept by Siena
last weekend.

Men's Lacrosse

Pitcher Melissa Santos struck out 13
batters in the Stags two game sweep of
Rider last weekend.

Women's Lacrosse

Heading to NCAAs
Fairfield upset Notre Dame 11-10 to
claim the GWLL title and automatic
entry into the NCAA Tournament. The
Stags will find out their opponent on
May 5.

Upcoming Events:

Undefeated MAAC regular season
The Stags finished as undefeated regular
season champions for the second year in
a row. Lauren Uhr was named MAAC
Offensive Player of the Week for the.
second time this year, while freshman
goalie Monica Janowitz was named
MAAC Defensive Player of the Week.

Tennis
Women finish second, men sixth

Thursday, April 25
Softball vs. Iona(doubleheader), 3 p.m.
Men's golf @NEDiv I
Saturday, April 27
Baseball @ Niagara(doubleheader), 12 p.m.
Softball vs. Siena(doubleheader), 1 p.m.
Women's crew @ New York Mets, Pelham Bay
Women's golf @ MAAC Championships, Orlando
Men's Lacrosse vs. North Carolina, 1 p.m.

The women's team lost in the
MAAC Championship game to
Loyola 6-1. Kelly DiMario
picked up the lone Stags win.
The Stags upset second-seeded
Niagara in the semifinals 4-3.
The men lost in the Consolation
Finals to Iona, after upsetting
Loyola 4-3 in previous round.

Rugby
Quinnipiac Cup viciors

Sunday, April 28
Baseball @ Niagara, 3:30 p.m.
Softball vs. Marist(doubleheader), 1p.m.
Women's golf @ MAAC Championships, Orlando

This past weekend, the Fairfield ruggers took home the Quinnipiac
Cup after winning all three of their games. They soundly defeated
all of their opponents. In the first game, they scored a victory over
the Berkshire Mens Club 13-5. Next, they rolled over the New
Haven Mens Club 29-0. In the championship game, they crushed
Quinnipiac 19-8, in a game that was nowhere near as close as the
score indicated. The Fairfield ruggers end their season with an
undefeated record of 7-0.
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Athletic funding raises questions
CONTINUED FROM P.20

Coaches' salaries are consistent with
that of the team's revenues and operating expenses, according to Doris. "It's
a rule of thumb that if you're going to
be spending more on the program, obviously an investment has been made, so
they would have more availability to
full-time coaches than others do," Doris
said.
According to last year's ADA report, Fairfield's average head coach's
salary was $48,263 for men's teams and
$40,995 for women's teams.
"Although volleyball and men's lacrosse are good salaries, if you look at
the competitive market and at some of
the other conferences that we compete
against, it's not exactly [high]," Doris
said. "That's why we lose our volleyball coach after so many years, they go
somewhere else. Our program is considered a good program. But it's still
not at a level where you are going to keep
your coach while the salary is where it
is."
Several programs have turned to

student fund raising and alumni support
to help bolster their expense account.
According to Piechocki, the
women's soccer team has raised several
thousand dollars in fund raising and
through alumni and clinics to make up
for the team's limited operating expense
account.
The women's soccer program received $44,324 last year for operating
expenses, which has not allowed the
team to compete in spring games, limited the team's equipment and prohibited the team from taking more than one
trip per year, according to Piechocki.
The men's lacrosse team has raised
more than $40,000 in fund raising activities to help pay for travel to some
non-conference games and a trip to
Florida.
"We didn't need to do this, we did
it to further enhance the program," Spencer said. "We're not a high-powered athletic department, everyone always wants
more money. Compared to the teams
we're up against, we've achieved a lot
with less money."

Intramurals Report
by Rick Briamonte
It's been another exciting spring season for intramurals. Coming up this weekend is the playoffs for softball, as well as volleyball and indoor soccer, which are
finishing up this week. All sports this year have increased in numbers, which has
resulted in more time slots and even more interest.
Coming up on Sunday is the first annual May Day Classic presented by Fairfield
University Intramurals! Beginning at 12 p.m.on Sunday, April 28, there will be a
3-on-3 "Hoop-It-Up" Tournament on the basketball courts in front of Campion
Hall and a 2-on-2 beach volleyball tournament in front of Loyola. We will give
free T-shirts to the first 100 participants of each sport. If interested, contact the
Intramural department at x2607 or stop by the Intramural Office in the RecPlex.
Check the Mirror next week for a final recap of the entire intramurals year.

STAGGERING
Ijemin
BY ETHAN FRY

Out with a whimper
A great man once said "I am immortal. I have inside me blood of kings.
I have no rivals. No one can be my
equal." That man was Freddie Mercury
of the great rock band Queen, and although this particular lyrical prophesy
(if taken literally) turned out to be tragically misguided, I took the statement
to heart recently, fondly remembering
when the song was used as the theme
for TV's "Highlander," starring the
enigmatic Adrian Paul.
Now I'm not saying that I wear
spandex unitards while rhythmically
grinding my nubile frame against a microphone stand, I was just reminded of
the twilight of Freddie's career, when
he bravely fought deathly disease
against all odds. If only all of us could
end our careers with such dignity and
grace as did Mercury.
Sadly, I will end my turbulent tenure as Sports Editor of the Mirror with
all the grace and dignity of Apocalypse
Now's Colonel Kurtz (that's not a good
thing, by the way).
Now, this doesn't mean I'm just
going to start reciting the more revered
poetical works of T.S. Elliot either. Fortunately for Mirror readers, Mike
Pignataro is playing the Captain Willard
role in this little diabolicity, and will
take over as Sports Editor forthwith.
I will use what little space I have
left, to pompously pontificate on any
number of things not even ancillarily

related to sports or Fairfield athletics.
First, I hereby fully endorse the creation of a Palestinian state, as does our
outgoing Editor-in-Chief and Commentary Editor. We believe it is time for all
the brothers and sisters of the world to
coexist peacefully and in accord with
one another.
Also, I think it's time that someone besides Marlon Brando and I took
the idea of phone condoms seriously.
These nifty disposables would make it
easier for people to protect themselves
from germs and bacteria on public
payphones, and production should be
started immediately.
I would also like to take this opportunity to implore all students to make
every effort to try to learn how to play
the dijideru. This Aboriginal musical
instrument is one of the hidden wonders of the world, and it offers its players a satisfaction that is most delightful.
So what can we say lies ahead in
all this? Will the snail ever make
progress on its journey along the edge
of a straight razor? Will the brilliant
duo known as "Meat Nuggets" achieve
international musical superstardom, as
is their right? I don't know. From now
on, I'll take my orders from Fidel
Castro, working diligently to usurp the
new world order neo-capitalism cur
rently eroding any sense of morality or
justice. The horror. The horror.

YOU GET ZERO CREDITS
FOR A TAN.
What will you have at the end of the summer? A nice tan, perhaps?
If you take a few courses at WestConn Summer School, you have gotten yourself ahead of schedule, or at least caught
up. We offer over 400 undergraduate and graduate courses in 4 summer sessions - and many of those are offered at
times that don't interfere with your summer plans. So it's easy to give yourself something more lasting than a tan.
Of course, if you work it right, you can get the credits and the tan, too.
Register Today!

877 837-WCSU

WLSTLRN CONNECTICUT STAIL UNIVERSITY
181 White Street
Danbury, Connecticut 06810

SUMMER SCHOOL
AN OITOR'

www.wcsu.edu
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The men's lacrosse team claimed its
greatest win in the history of the program
on the road at South Bend with an 11-10
victory over the Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame. The win improves the Stags to 74 overall, and also clinched them their
first-ever Great Western Lacrosse
League title to gain automatic entry into
the NCAA Tournament.
Head coach Ted Spencer was ecstatic following the victory last Sunday.
"We've hit some incredible goals this
year, beating 15th ranked Brown, 13th
ranked Ohio State, and now winning
away to Notre Dame,'' he said.
"To beat Notre Dame in any sport
is a huge accomplishment," Spencer
said. "To beat them for the league championship and a berth in the NCAA Tournament makes this the biggest win ever
for our program."
Fairfield held off a four-goal Notre
Dame rally in the final six minutes for
the win. Junior Matt Buecker led the
Stags with three goals, including the
game winner, while sophomore Garrett
Bamann added two goals and an assist.

Following the game Notre Dame fell to
4-7 overall and 3-1 in the GWLL.
Fairfield is now looking forward to
their home game against North Carolina

this weekend and the NCAA tournament.
Are the Stags satisfied with their
season? "Absolutely not," said Spencer.
"We might be the first team from

Fairfield was able to hold off a late Irish rally

Photo: Sports Info.

Fairfield to ever win an NCAA tournament game. That will be our goal. We
want to win. We want to beat North
Carolina this weekend and be one of the
top seeds in the NCAA Tournament."
Notre Dame began its fourth-quar^
ter comeback following Buecker's goal
off of a feed from Troy Bamann which
put Fairfield up 11-6 with 7:29 remaining in the game. Junior Kyle Frigon netted his only score on the afternoon off
an assist from freshman Matt Malakoff
to pull the Irish to within three goals with
5:58 left in the game. Flandina tallied
his third goal in the game at the 4:17
mark and then Wells followed with his
third score with 3:32 remaining.
Notre Dame had a few opportunities in the closing minutes, but the Irish
committed a couple of costly turnovers
and Fairfield was able to run out the
clock.
The Stags began the game by jumping out to an early 2-0 lead on goals by
Tom Werney and Garrett Bamann in the
first four minutes.
Fairfield will find out who they play
in the NCAAs on May 5, the
tournament's selection day.

The athletic money trail at FU
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

II

The university's four tier divisions
of athletic teams have enabled certain
programs to dominate financially while
leaving many smaller programs with
limited expense accounts.
The men's and women's basketball
teams, which are the only two teams that
comprise the university's Tier I programs, received the most revenue per
athlete of any other athletic team last
year, according to the Athletics Disclosure Act (ADA).
Director of Athletics Eugene Doris
says there is a three-fold system that was
used to determine which teams lay
within a certain tier.
"Pretty much what we do is compare with other schools in the league,"
Doris said. "Another part of it is where
we are located. And the third part of it
is based on institution priority in terms
of where we decided to emphasize certain sports."
Along with having the highest revenues amongst the athletic programs, the
basketball teams received the most operating expenses or "game-day expenses" of any other teams. The men's
basketball team received $153,957 last
year which was broken down to $9,622
per player to pay for travel, lodging,
meals, uniforms, equipment and officials.

While basketball encompasses ented recruits.
it doesn't wind up helping them, if we
much of the athletic department's fund"There's no question it has an ef- gave more money then we'd obviously
ing, receiving the NCAA limit of 15 fect," Doris said. Although some do better [athletically]."
«.
women's scholarships and 13 men's coaches make mistakes with money and
SEE "ATHLETIC" ON P.19
scholarships according to Doris,
Source: Fairfield University Athletics Disclosure Act documents
the soccer teams, men's lacrosse
and women's volleyball are conExpenses Per Athlete Total Expenses
sidered Tier II sports. These
teams are not fully funded, but
Sport
Men
Women Men
Women
receive substantial athletic aid.
According to men's lacrosse
Basketball
9,622
153,957 111,797
9,316
head coach Ted Spencer, the
NCAA limit for lacrosse scholN/A
3,877
Volleyball
N/A
46,529
arships is 12.6, the Stags have
nine players under scholarship.
Women's soccer head coach
N/A
Ice Hockey 2,491
N/A
74,738
Maria Piechocki says the NCAA
allows 12 scholarships and like
2,230
1,606
86,981
Lacrosse
40,149
the men's soccer team, the
women receive 9.9 scholarships.
2,121
Softball
N/A
N/A
44,543
With much of the athletic
department's funding going to
1,803
1,705
44,324
Soccer
39,673
the top two tiers, Fairfield's Tier
HI sports have limited scholar1,642
N/A
170,747 N/A
Football
ship opportunities while members of the Tier IV division do
1,245
N/A
43,591
N/A
Baseball
not receive any athletic aid.
These teams include football,
women's crew, and both the
1,032
1,230
11,072
Tennis
12,389
men's and women's golf teams.
This trickle down effect of
Crew
N/A
1,021
N/A
55,146
money distribution leaves many
of Fairfield's teams at a disadvanGolf
881
372
9,695
4,089
tage, making it more difficult for
these teams to acquire more tal-

Field Hockey N/A

859

N/A

21,469

